
FREE FOR IRLA MEMBERS / CPD EVENT

CPD 3 hours
By signing the registration sheet you are allowing us to 
verify your attendance and your claim for CPD hours.

IRLA LINK & LEARN SESSION
Introduction to the London Insurance Market with a 
tour of Lloyd’s
26 MARCH 2019 / LONDON
SUMMARY
This introductory session will appeal to all those who wish to gain a practical understanding and useful working knowledge of 
their professional environment. This session will enable delegates to have an understanding of:

•  The role of the London Market participants, institutions and associations
•  The types of and classes of business undertaken
•  The historical issues within the London Market
• 	 The	importance	of	the	London	Market	and	how	the	Legacy	sector	fits	in
•  This course includes a visit to Lloyd’s where delegates will be able to see the subscription market in action

All	workshop	trainers	have	many	years’	practical	experience	in	their	professional	fields,	and	their	real	life	practical	responses	to	
some of the workshops do’s and don’ts will help every delegate. 

CANCELLATION: IRLA reserve the right to charge a fee of £125+VAT where cancellation is made less than 7 days prior to the 
event	or	not	at	all.	These	free	of	charge	membership	benefits	will	have	been	lost	to	other	members	and	to	replace	them,	IRLA	
will have to purchase further spaces on other courses.

COST:  FREE FOR MEMBERS / £125+VAT for non-members.  Cancellations can be agreed up to 7 days prior to the 
 event only; please refer to the IRLA Cancellation & Refund policy overleaf.
 This introductory session will repeat based on demand and will lead into more detailed sessions later in the  
 programme year
REGISTER:  http://linklearnlmx15.eventzilla.net
VENUE:  No. 2 Minster Court, Mincing Lane, London EC3R 7BB

Our thanks to Riverstone Management Limited for providing the training venue

CII CPD accreditation demonstrates the quality of the learning of the IRLA events programme and 
confirms	that	IRLA	meets	CII	member	CPD	scheme	requirements



PROGRAMME

13:30 Registration and welcome - Leslie-Ann Giovnilli, Head of Academy
13:45 Agenda followed by open discussion
 This section is led by Ed Gooda FCII, SIMR
14:00 The London Market
14:15 The business of the London Market
14:30  History - there is a lot of it
15:00 What is a legacy company?
 IRLA Director will be speaking
15:15 Where is the legacy market now?
15:30 Introduction to IRLA
 IRLA Young Professional Committee member will be speaking

15:45  Leave for the Lloyd’s tour
16:00 Two separate tour groups will be formed and the tour will take approximately 30 minutes, after which we will meet in the main 

reception for any further Q&A. Guides: James Blake, IRLA L&D Ambassador and William Lewis, Hampden Plc
 Please note you must bring photographic ID with you in case you are asked by security. Lloyd’s dress code is exacting and no 

jeans, trainers or other casual wear will be allowed. Bags will be searched.
16:45 Session ends
 

ABOUT IRLA YOUNG PROFESSIONALS GROUP
The Young Professionals Group is a platform for students, trainees and those under 35 or with 5 years or less experience, from all disciplines, working in 
and with the insurance and reinsurance industry. Our aim is to make an active contribution to the legacy sector by providing:

Peer Interaction: Better connecting young professionals and laying the foundations of industry communication for the future.
Personal Development: Providing an opportunity to learn and progress within the industry.
Develop Relationships: By interaction in peer groups as well as with more senior members of the market.
Building Skills: Providing interactive sessions to help build both technical and personal communication skills.

DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
We	will	foster	an	inclusive	working	environment	where	difference	is	embraced	and	where	people	feel	valued	and	respected.	We	incorporate	equality	into	our	core	objectives,	making	every	
effort	to	eliminate	discrimination,	create	equal	opportunities	and	develop	good	working	relationships	between	different	people.

IRLA CANCELLATION & REFUND POLICY
Payments must be made to Insurance & Reinsurance Legacy Association Limited by BACS prior to registration acceptance. Cancellation and refund of monies paid will not be permitted any 
later than 48 hours prior to the event. In the event of cancellation less than 48 hours, or any non-attendance, all monies will remain due. If the cancellation of any IRLA event occurs due to 
circumstances beyond the control of IRLA, any monies paid by you will not be refundable (and any monies due from you will remain due) to the extent that IRLA has paid or has committed to 
pay the costs of running the event and cannot itself obtain reimbursement. In all circumstances where interest exists IRLA will attempt to run the event once again. IRLA is not responsible for 
any travel or other costs incurred by registrants. NO liability is assumed by IRLA for changes in the programme date, content, speakers or venue. Transfers may be made up to 24 hours of the 
course date.


